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KG Lifestyle News is an English-language leading lifestyle and fashion news network headquartered in
Delhi, India. It is one of the top fashion and style magazines in India. It publishes monthly lifestyle and
fashion magazine in print and online both. It is founded by Aditya Aggarwal and Shipra Aggarwal in 2017.

Aditya Aggarwal is an entrepreneur and media personality who has been in the media industry for over a
decade. He has worked with some of the top media houses in the country, and has extensive experience in

the field of journalism, media marketing, and event management.
Shipra Aggarwal is a fashion and lifestyle journalist with over a decade of experience. She has worked with some of

the top fashion and lifestyle magazines in India, and has a deep understanding of the Indian fashion industry.
Together, Aditya and Shipra founded PKG Lifestyle News in 2017 with the aim of providing the best in lifestyle and

fashion news to Indian readers. The company has quickly become one of the leading lifestyle and fashion news networks
in the country, and is loved by readers for its in-depth coverage of the latest fashion trends and lifestyle news. Pkg lifestyle
news's largest award event in 2019 features Bollywood actress Zareen Khan and many more celebrities create a magazine
2021, which will include numerous celebrities like as Vindu Dara, Sapna Chowdhury, Hiten Tejwani, Pooja Bisht, Donal
Bisht, and many more. Pkg registration is also available in India's Registration newspaper. It has also been confirmed by
Google News and has been officially whatsaap verified and given the green tick by whatsapp. Pkg Lifestyle News has a
circulation of over 40,000 copies in Delhi NCR and also does public relations and social media management. Not only
this but also it has about 20 employees and two offices. Delhi NCR headquarters

Punjab Mohali's second office

Pkg Lifestyle News reaches over 1 million people on social media every month, has reached 10 million in only 4
weeks, and has completed 5 years.

PKG LIFESTYLE NEWS AND MAGAZINE

WORLD LEADING COMPANY
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omen have been ruling this world, they are the pillars and
foundation of our societies in employment era. PKG lifestyle news
and magazine not only respects and supports feminism but also
helps women to stand out and stand bold in the male, dominating

society. 
Launched by PKG lifestyle, this magazine is titled 'Diva affair' expressing
the dominance of women in today's world. PKG lifestyle gives a platform

to all the role models, fashionistas, divas and actresses so that they can
rule out the odd outs. It works as a support system for them.

All models and the artist choose a platform on which they can
express their talents and get bold in their own skin. Every

model wants to attain the fame they are working for and
undoubtedly PKG took all the successful moves to make

them attain it. 
Just like the previous year, this year too, Mr.
Aditya & Shipra Aggarwal of PKG have come

up with a mind-blowing diva publication in
which they have highlighted lives more

than 10 divas.
Women are the crown of this
world and PKG advocates they

should be treated as such.

About

PKG Lifestyle News & Magazine

Diva Affair 2022



hipra Aggarwal is a well-known name in the fashion world. She
never fails to inspire people with her flair, beauty, and caring

personality. When it comes to her modelling career, Shipra never said
"NO" to a chance, no matter how large or little. Shipra walked the runway

in several shows, and as the saying goes, "hard work pays off." Shipra
received the title of Miss Dehradun in 2017 and the title of Miss North

India in 2018. Shipra's career was encouraged by her honourable
titles, and as she became a popular face, many large companies

and huge budget events approached her and offered her the
opportunity to walk the floor wearing their brand. She walked
as the showstopper of countless runway shows. Shipra was
asked to serve on the panel because of her expertise in the
modelling and fashion industries. She collaborated with

numerous well-known industry figures and shared the stage
as a jury with many well-known celebrities. Shipra has also worked

on numerous Punjabi and Haryanvi album tracks and is continuously working
on more, so the list is endless. Shipra had always showcased the finest in elegance
and glamour, but it was during the epidemic, when the world was suffering, that
she altered herself and helped the poor in every way she could.She refuses to
reveal her volunteer work because she believes it would be pointless to publicise
how and who we assisted. Returning to the present, Shipra is presently employed
as an artist and influencer. She also promotes brands. Her Instagram is full of glitz
and glam, and she makes the most of it with her amazing hot looks

Director
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Editor

or the last 10 years, Aditya has
been working in the industry, and

has had the opportunity to work with
some of the biggest names in the

business. He also started his own news
publication, PKG Lifestyle, which
focuses on connecting the social circles
of Delhi and introducing new and
talented artists to the world.

Aditya's passion for the arts has led
him to work with some of the most
talented artists in the industry. He is
constantly inspired by their work, and is
dedicated to promoting their talent to the
world.Aditya Aggarwal always had a
passion for the arts. When he was
younger, he would often be found

sketching and painting in his free time.
This led him to pursue a career in media
and events. For the last 10 years, Aditya
has been working in the industry, and has
had the opportunity to work with some of
the biggest names in the business. He
also started his own news publication,
PKG Lifestyle, which focuses on
connecting the social circles of Delhi and
introducing new and talented artists to
the world.

Aditya's passion for the arts has led
him to work with some of the most
talented artists in the industry. He is
constantly inspired by their work, and is
dedicated to promoting their talent to the
world.

S

Shipra Aggarwal

A Diva Queen Who Has
Done alot in her Life

ditor’s
Note

irector

F

Leading Actor Aditya Aggarwal
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r. Vishva Deepak Gupta is a young and
ambitious man who is busting world's

stereotypes and carving out a niche for himself
in the field of education. He is a vibrant and
optimistic person who is an educator, an
entrepreneur, a creative thinker and a passionate
and cheerful individual who shares his ideas
with the community. He began his educational
journey as a solo teacher more than a decade
ago. But after a while he went on a one-of-a-
kind outreach strategy that paid off handsomely
and propelled him to new heights. 

Vishva Deepak Gupta has finally established
a digital platform Teachlive4U to provide
education online through educational
institutions. It all happened due to his
continuous effort, 

invention and innovation that made him
belive that anyone, no matter how young, may
attain success if they are focused and
determined.

During the challenging circumstances under
Covid-19, Mr. Gupta established Teachlive4U
and in the realm of virtual classrooms, this
digital platform has emerged as a turning point
in the life of him. 

This project helped many people in
surviving the horrible situation created by the
virus, which had a significant impact on our
economy, notably the service sector.

Mr. Gupta's efforts not only enabled the
transition of education from offline to online,
somehow they also made it simple and
affordable for academic institutions of all levels
to use the platform  to educate children from all
socio-economic backgrounds, allowing these
children to access high-quality education from
anywhere at any time and in any location In the
field of education, Vishva Deepak Gupta is a
well-known figure. He also is the director of
Junior Delhi School, India's leading pre-school,
apart from being the founder and chairperson of
Teachlive4U, an exciting online education
platform that has the potential to transform
online education provision.

Vishva Deepak Gupta
An Educationist, Entrepreneur And Gold

Member of PKG Lifestyle News

M



How do you see yourself as an
entrepreneur and also as a
MUA?

Priyanka replied, "I've
started my career as a Make-
up artist and I am very
passionate about it. I worked
and brushed up my skills and
built my career in the field of
cosmetology. As I have
become a professional make-
up artist, I opened up my own
studio in West Delhi and I feel
so grateful and blessed that
my hardwork has payed off."

Recently, Priyanka have
started her own clothing
brand 'Libaas By Piyu'. She
believes that people need to
explore various things and
find new source of earning
and growth for themselves. 

She said, "Life is
unpredictable so we must
prepare ourselves practically
as well as emotionally. Our
parents gave made us well
educated then why not make
the best use of it? I am a
make-up artist who also
owns her own studio but still I
think I could do more so I
stared my own clothing
brand." 

"I think one shouldn’t
depend on a single source of
earning. We must have
multiple source of income,"
added Priyanka.

Tells us something about your
clothing buisness. What type
of clothing do you offer?

"My clothing brand 'Libaas
By Piyu' offers Kashmiri
touch attire and apparels that
we get all the way from
Kashmir.  I am a Kashmiri
Pandit and it is basically our
family business which I am
introducing on online and
offline market. Our outlet is
in janak puri district centre!
Please do visit," replied
Priyanka.
So you're a Kashmiri Pandit.

Recently there was a lot
of buzz because of 'The
Kashmir Files' film which
shows how brutally
Kashmiri Hindus and other
minorities were treated.
What say you have on this
and how did you began
with your Kashmir rooted
buisness?

"We are Kashmiri Pandit
migrants residing in Delhi
currently. Yes, that time was
very hard for each of
Kashmiri Pandits residing
there, and I don't want to talk
related to the suffering rather
how we made our root of
growth is what I want
everyone to know."

Priyanka continued, "We
left Kashmir after 1990
exodus. From then to now
my father Raju Bakaya
works in handicraft &
embroidered apparel
business. I think it's been
more than 15-20 years.

Lately, I thought to take the
idea of handicraft and
embroidery to another level.
My father does offline
buisness only and has little
knowledge about online
buisness but today as we see

the emergence of digital India
there is more value of online
work and business. So,
thought to take this purity of
work online. It's been 2-3
months nearly since I've got
my hands on this and my
business is running pretty
well as i thought it would be." 

"People are so interested in
wearing Kashmiri apparel
and stuffs. Clients feedbacks
are really amazing. I am also
planning to conduct a meet
and greet at store soon let's
seee how it goes," she added.

We also heard that you have
collaborated with top brands

and popular celebrities. We
want to know more about that
from you.

Priyanka reveals, that she
had recently done makeup of
renowned actress Mansha
Bahl for a designer shoot. "It
was a lovely experience, and
let me tell you...it's for the
second time I'm working
with her, previously we
worked during movie 'fugly'
and it all went really well,"
said Priyanka. 

Spilling the beans,
Priyanka tells us that, she
have worked with popular
celebs from the
entertainment industry.

"I had worked with Jimmy
Shergill , Kiara Advani ,
Mohit Marwah , Vijender
Singh, Baadshah, Raftaar
and many more," Priyanka
told.

Any rewards or
accomplishments you have
achieved so far now? Do you
have any special message
for our readers?

"Yes, Yes! I have won the
best instagram creator cash
prize from streax
professional event and
there are many more
similar achivement just

like this."
While answering about her

special message she said, "I
want girls to stood for
themselves. People will say
that you're meant to stay
indoors only after you'll get
married. But, let me tell you
guys...today somthing is also
known as 'online' and 'work
from home.' I'm not telling
you to fight this, fight that...
because fighting will only
consume your energy. Try to
find new ways for yourself,
for your growth for your
success. And also, keep your
chin up and smile in the
process."

Priyanka Bakaya Bhola
MUA, Entrepreneur And A Guiding Angel

ueen in styling
divas with best

of heritage
knowledge in make-
up artistry, Priyanka
Bakaya Bhola have
made her name
quite popular
among the glamour
industry.

Recently, we had
Delhi based MUA
and Entrepreneur
Priyanka Bhola in
talks with us and
during the super
exclusive interview,
she spilled a lot of
beans about her life,
career and more.

Apart from her
glamourous and
boss-lady side we
also got to know
about her fun and
loving side which
you will also going
to love it.

Let's take a look into
the fun and
surprising talk with
Priyanka Bakaya
Bhola:

Q

Make-up Artist
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Ms Pooja expressed her
love for the painting

profession, saying that if
modelling was not the

option then painting was
definitely the one. And

why not, an artist always
loves art. Dreamer

Pooja has a soft
corner for love as

for her love is even
more important if

placed ahead of
the money.

real model is the one who believes
in her own potential and loves her

own skin. POOJA BISHT, a model who
genuinely puts her faith in the real world
and loves to explore all kinds of beauty. A
woman with high standards and glossy
looks stated herself as a dreamer who not
only dream big but also manifests all her
dreams.

Ms Pooja expressed her love for the
painting profession, saying that if
modelling was not the option then
painting was definitely the one. And why
not, an artist always loves art. Dreamer
Pooja has a soft corner for love as for her
love is even more important if placed
ahead of the money.

Her belief system is so strong that she
knows what her goals are and how she
achieves them all with respective time. If
we talk about the coming 5 years, Ms
pooja believes that she is gonna be the
happiest person alive and will live her life
to the fullest. On a romantic note, Artist
Pooja wants her dream date in a historical
place with her beloved partner. In
addition, the destination she chose for
herself and the partner is “Macchu Pichu”.

Meanwhile, her favourite food that she
wants to try with her partner is
“Vietnamese food”.  Interestingly, the
model does read romantic novels and
books in which her favourite one is “
Eternal sunshine of a spotless mind”.  

According to the model, “love is the
strongest force which gives meaning to
life & makes life worth a while”. On a
filmy note, her favourite Bollywood
couple goals are Ritesh Deshmukh &
Genelia. When asked what she wants in
her partner “beauty or brain”, she went
with the brain as she said “brain is more
important than beauty and I like more of
the personality in a person than looks”.
Not only this but also she revealed that
both family and love is equally important
for her and stated that “Love and family
both go hand in hand where love is the
driving force for all the relations either
family or partner. So there can't be a
comparison between love and family”.
Being so straightforward and true to
herself she has implanted many key
examples of how to be yourself first than
anything.

An  Artist

Who Loves

Herself

and The Life

Pooja
Bisht
A

Artist
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ounder and owner of Bluesky Nail
Academy in Mumbai, Dina Umarova
has been a part of the nail industry for
more than a decade now. She has trained
certified nail master has trained more
than 400 students through online &
offline mediums, since academy's
inception in October 2018.

Talking about Dina's qualifications,
she is an internationally certified nail
master herself and has multiple
certifications from nail masters in
Germany and Russia. She is also the
M.D & national trainer for Bluesky in
India and is now the Ambassador for
BLUESKY - Asia Pacific region. This
new role will allow Dina to conduct
trainings and sessions in the
international arena. Her experience &
love for nails inspired her to establish
the Nail Academy in Mumbai which
will soon start it's operations in
Gurgaon, Haryana as well.

Dina strongly believes that staying
financially strong and independent is a
necessity and by becoming a skilled
professional, individuals will have the
chance to either do a good job or start
their own work, set the pace and
establish themselves on their own
terms. Dina has ensured that her team
comprises of like-minded individuals
who are highly trained and well-

experienced nail masters.
Dina also lays focus on multiple

collaborations with International nail
masters throughout the year to
organising online training sessions,
special seminars and multiple
certification courses.

Her motto is to make the academy a
platform to give everyone an
opportunity to learn and be at par with
international standards and practices
followed in the nail industry.

Another very important aspect that
she lays focus on is encouraging women
to be their own boss and work hard to
transform into an entrepreneur that
doesn't stop hustling. Women are great
at multitasking and have proved it time
and again. Dina wants them to utilise
this to their advantage and strive to be
active personalities who not only focus
on their own growth but also provide
other women and individuals lucrative
chances to take a step towards honing
their skills.

She strongly resonates with the
belief that India has massive potential
and it needs to be tapped well,
awareness should be created about the
potential of the nail industry and how it
will help you grow and also provide
quality training & practice with best
products in the market.

Dina Umarova
to open Bluesky Nail Academy in Gurgaon, after it's success in Mumbai

F

She lays focus on  encouraging

women to be their own boss and work

hard to transform into an entrepreneur

who doesn't stop hustling.



Creating her own style
Purvashi Behl is always

get dressed to kill with her
stunning and over-the-

top attires.
Being a model, Purvashi never fails to
impress others by her fabulous looks

and gives an ultimate diva vibes. She
was born  on 18th October, 1998 in

Delhi who love to spend her quality time
with her family. She studied in a hostel

and was a very bright student.
Purvashi began her professional career

as a model. She finished her studies in New
Delhi and began looking for modelling

opportunities.

Introducing

Purvashi Behl 
Designer

Bhavika Verma
Makeup

Ruchneet Khurana
Hairs

Suman Bakaya (Sheen
by Piyu)
Location

Infinity Club &
Lounge Punjabi
Bagh

urvashi
Behl Purvashi
Behl P

Model And An Actor Who Dresses
To Not To Impress, But To Express

She had started working as an hostess when
she was just 14yrs young and with her
hardwork and dedication towards achieving
something; she stepped a little higher and
entered the fashion industry when she was
21yrs of age.

She has appeared in a number of television
commercials and has endorsed a number of
companies, including Amazon, Flipkart, and a
few jewellery companies.

She have done acting in numerous YouTube
short-films including Marjaavaan,
Haiwaaniyat and many more. Purvashi have
also recently made her debut in a music video
entitled 'OTT: OVER THE TOP.' The song
was sung and written by a punjabi singer
Maninder Heera.

Purvashi serves her fans with her delightful
and fashionista content. Her social media is a
one stop destination for all the new commers in
fashion industry. Be it reels or posting stunning
pictures in dazzling attire; Purvashi never ever
fails to impress the netizens with her stunning
looks. 

On work front Purvashi still have quite a few
projects in line and we eagerly hope to see her
doing something new and exciting.

Model
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uchika Ahuja founded The Trendyy Couture,
a business that has become an international

hit. She is also the business partner at Ramanexpo. 
Additionally, she is the title holder of Mrs India

Regaliaz at 2022 and has done modeling shoots for
top fashion designers of the industry.

Ruchika's passion for fashion has led her to
pursue a career in the industry. She is also an
upcoming artist who has performed in several
shows around Mumbai.

Her work as an entrepreneur and artist have
given her the confidence to make decisions that
have led her to where she is today: a successful
businesswoman who is well on her way towards
achieving her goals!

Ruchika
Ahuja

mother of a
handsome

son, is a
woman with
a lot to be

proud of

Introducing

Ruchika Ahuja
Designer

Bhavika Verma
Makeup

Gurleen Kaur
Location

Infinity Club & Lounge Punjabi Bagh

R

Businesswoman
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Priyanka
Gupta
Priyanka
Gupta

MUA
"Dedication

Commitment
Will Create
The Stairs

For Your
Success"

She was awarded as the best make-up artist and got honoured
by enormous celebrities of fashion and entertainment industry.

This is not it, Priyanka was also a model who won the title of
Mrs. India Queen 2021 and wore the prestigious crown. She is
also the chair woman of 'Rahul Priyanka Gandhi Sena'-
Congress from Delhi. 

Priyanka Gupta is an all-rounder lady with multiple working
hands just like a Hindu Goddess. She is a make-up artist,
model, politician, and social worker.

Priyanka says, "Everyone is capable of achieving all the
great things they want in life, all they need is dedication and
commitment towards their goal."

Famous for the art of
doing make-up with the

utmost beauty and
passion, Priyanka Gupta
is the first choice for her

each customer. 
Her success as a make-up artist

happened through the spread of the
postive word of mouth.

Beauty and glamour is what Priyanka
deeply worship and she never disappoint
any of her client with her explicit efforts in

beauty, make-up and setting best
hairstyles for them.

Introducing

Priyanka Gupta
Designer

F Studio by Ekta & Arjun
Makeup

Priyanka Gupta
Hairs

Suman Bakaya (Sheen by Piyu)

Location

Sixth Empirica

Artist
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There after, many big opportunities came knocking on her
door and she then walked on ramp for various brands in top
pageant shows. She was the showstopper at fashion holistic
award show.

From choreographing to modeling Meet didn't learnt the
meaning of stop, and with all her efforts and dedication she later
stepped into another profession by becoming and event
manager too. 

Meet is an ideal youth that every child and other person look
upon who never got scared of trying new stuffs. She was also
worked in various music videos with AR Productions and
many more.

Her recent music video that got viral over the internet was
'Habibi' with Md.Danish, Indian Idol fame under the banner of
T-Series.

Unstoppable

Choreographer Model Artist

Introducing

Meet Kaur Gill
Designer

F Studio by Ekta & Arjun
Makeup

Priyanka Bakaya Bhola 
(Sheen by Piyu)

Hairs

Suman Bakaya (Sheen by Piyu)

Location

Sixth Empirica

Meet Kaur is an
emerging name in the art

and entertainment
industry. She belives that

nothing can stop you if
you are eager to go for it.

Meet started her career as a dance
choreographer and participated in the

her first dance competition entitled
'Dance Ke Superstars' and bagged the

winning title.
Meet Kaur debuted as a model and

walked on the ramp when she was 16 yrs
young and got ICONIC AWARD.

Model
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ommencing with the Miss UP & Uttarakhand 2017 competition,
she won the 1st place title with commendation from Parmish Verma.

There have been her back-to-back shows, including MISS NCR 2017,
which she won with a lot of applause. The girl with many dreams has
done photoshoots and shows for many brands including Levi's,
Pantalons, Reliance Trends and Meena Bazar. Sweta started her
acting career in late 2018 with Hindi music album. She preferred
not only Hindi but also Punjabi and Haryanvi. With great joy and
pride, she created songs for over 200 music albums, among which
many hits. Loot Lia (300 million views), Badnaam Gabru (110
million views), 2 Numberi (105 million views), Nachungi Zarur
(70 million views), Inaam song & Lafander song surpassed her
35 million views. She has judged many beauty pageants in Delhi,
Uttrakhand, Haryana etc. She is also her ambassador for AMS
Mobile accessories and Tamta her kitchenware brand. She is an
officially signed artist of Gem Tunes (a music company) and in
the last four years she has organized over 20 events.She is the
director of M.I Modeling & Events. Not only that, she is also a top
3 artist in her Haryanvi industry.

Ms. Sweta Chauhan
A model & Titles holder

C

Model
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eepali Chauhan who is a yoga instructor, gym trainer, model
and an actor is continuously climbing the ladder of success

with her every new project.
Sharing her experiences in beginning of her career she says,

“It all started in 2017.I used to go for photo shoots before but it
was in that year, I got my first music video "Joban" through a
friend of mine and it kind of changed things for better for me."

The model also got candid about her decision of being a part
of glamour world and how this industry motivated her since
childhood, “I used to watch modelling shows and films.
Watching their interviews, learning about their struggle, their
lifestyle and from where they started it all motivated me for
getting into it."

Deepali also recalled her first modelling show and called it
her best moment from her career. The
actress says “I still remember the year,
the day, the date. It was 26th Jan 2019,
the first modelling ramp walk show
put up by my coaching academy. It was
around 10 pm, temperature was so low
and I was freezing. I won the title of the
best face that evening. It was a big
moment for me."

Calling her fashion aesthetics as
pleasing to look at she added “I would
say that aesthetic fashion is clothing that
is unique with bold clothes that typically
would have been trendy years ago. ...
Anyone can wear it.”

When asked if her clothing style is
different on ramp and at home she
explained “As a model, I always like to
keep my personal life and professional life
separated. I may go for short dresses and
little bold shoots but when it comes to
society, I care deeply about what my family
thinks because they are the one who helped me and supported
me to become what I am today. I usually wear suit salwar or lose
shirts and shorts or pajamas at home.

Deepali also touched on the topic of body image and said,
“After decades of talk about body image, women's body
positivity looks to be at an all-time high. ... Perhaps worse still,
85 percent of women believe they should feel more body-
positive than they do. Meaning, not only do we hate on our
bodies, but we also hate on ourselves for hating on them.” 

When asked about tips people can
follow to improve their style, she
said “Look to your own closet.
Think about the clothes you have
that make you happy. ...Find
fashion inspiration. ...Create a
fashion mood board. ...Create a
capsule wardrobe. ...Experiment
with unique style choices.... and
just with what you feel

comfortable in.”
Deepali also had a few advices for youngsters who want to

enter the industry. Talking about the difficulties this field puts
you through she said, “Not getting paid a lot of money at the
beginning, you may not have work for a few weeks which will
also reduce your finances dramatically, you will have to be on a
healthy diet and exercise all the time to remain trim and healthy.
However if you are passionate enough you will get noticed. You
just need to have patience. Just recognize your strengths,
understand the duties of the job and take care of your body,” she
concluded.

Deepali Chauhan
shares her thoughts about

fashion and glamour industry

D



esigner and stylist by passion and entrepreneur by
profession, Gopika Midha is the founder of Gopika Couture.
Her creativity and sharp mind to execute her ideas in form of
beautiful dresses has made her business a huge success today.

Gopika believes that colour is totally contextual and reflects
what is happening around the person, hence she plays with
calming pastel shades by mixing them with bright colours to
give her designs a bold look.

What makes Gopika one of the best designers out there is
that for her comfort of her clients while wearing her outfits is
of utmost importance. She strongly believes that a good design
is one which can make her clients look stunning without
compromising with their comfort.

Her versatile sense of styling adds to the beauty of her outfits.
She loves to mix and match her outfits and her clients never
fail to make a stunning statement wherever they go.

veryone wants to do something big
in their life, no matter what the phase

will be, they are always ready to confront
all the ups and down. So like KAVITA
GUPTA!! She is a woman with thousands
of thoughts inside her mind which she
wants to manifest in real life. An artist who
loves her work since the beginning and
makes every possible move towards it
could never fail.

Determined Kavita Gupta started
freelancing in the year 2019 when she got

to know about her intuitions and the
calibres. With extra beauty and power she
has also been a model and has done every
type of modelling. Her known face is still
shining in all the advertisements and the
modelling posts where she had put her
feet. The artist Ms Gupta always chose to
be the first and chased the stars of the sky.
She never wanted to work under any
customs instead she desired her own
fame. Kavita always outshone herself in
front of thousands with full confidence

within.
“An Independent woman needs no one

behind” is finally proved by Artist Kavita.
Moreover, she has set an example to the
society who thinks a woman definitely
needs a man to be successful. By being an
example and correcting the myths, she has
won many hearts.

Also, Ms Kavita never said no to any
opportunity whether it's thick or thin. She
always believed in making impossible
possible by which she is what she is today.

A Girl with HOPES

E

D

Kavita Gupta

Designer
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Model

IA LAKRA is a model, independent freelance
actor, grooming expert and founder of

tmlgroomingbymialakra who enjoys personal growth.
With her two partners, she leads an NGO called LBK,
or "Let's Be Kind." Her powerful and confident actions
aid her in influencing others. Mia revealed that if
modelling wasn't her thing, she'd rather be a criminal
journalist. She also expressed her thoughts on the
relationship between money and love, saying that she
believed both to be equally necessary since, just as we
cannot exist without money, neither can we live happy
lives without love. Model Mia aspires to be the wife of
a gentleman, as well as an icon for the next generation
of young people in the upcoming 5 years.  

MTV Splitsvilla Mia Lakra Aside from her personal
life, she discussed how passionate she is when it comes
to fantasising about love. Mia had us imagine her ideal
date as a candlelit meal on an island with a private yacht
with her Mr dressed to the nines. She wants to engage a
photographer who would capture their greatest
moments for them to enjoy later. When asked about her
favourite vacation, Mia stated that any location is great
till her guy is present, but if she had to choose, she
would travel to Goa, Kerala in India and Bali on top to
reconnect with nature, Switzerland & Paris in term of
romance . Who doesn't enjoy trying new foods? Mia,
too, enjoys exploring Indian cuisine with her spouse,
stating that Indian cuisine is always her first option.
Mia defines love as compatibility and a deep
relationship between two people. Even if they don't
converse, a couple should be aware of each other's ups
and downs, according to her.

Mia, on the other hand, chose Intellect above Beauty
because, in her opinion, personality development and
brain are more essential than beauty or money.
Meanwhile, Ms Lakra values both family and love, and
she believes that there is no other option.

Classically Trained &

determined to succeed

M

Seema Gumber juggles between her work and
family like a pro. An actor, model and entrepreneur,

Who perfectly fits the defination of Self-Made,
Confident and successful woman. A One-

Woman Army, Seema never takes No For
An Answer - Even If It Comes From

Life Itself.
The founder-owner of Starbuzz

events, Seema strives for
perfection in her life. Her
company conceptualizes and

executes high profile events across
India. They have made their mark as

Best PR and branding company in India
by associating with top most brands like

Amazon , Zeetv , india tv , News X , MH-1
national tv channels and big brands like
Satmola,Prima industries, Meadows wellness ,
Nirakara jewellers, Meenakshi Dutt makeup
academy, Bharat Reshma Designs , etc. 

She  is also the Co – Owner of THE CABANAS
– Farmhouse Cafe  Located at Gurgaon ,She is the
perfect example of an alpha female but doesn’t
forget to enjoy her work-life balance. She has 15
years of corporate experience in management field
and has worked with brand like Barclays, NIIT and
Sahara overseas.

she started starbuzzz events in 2017 and has
already worked with ZEE TV, JANTA TV, INDIA
FASHION WEEK AND MANY BIG BRANDS
AS EVENT PARTNERS. She has won many
accolades and awards for her remarkable
performance by popular faces from Bollywood like
Ranvijay Singh, Mr Anup Jalota, Sandeep Marwah,
Sapna Choudhary, Adnan khan, Hina Khan, Rakesh
Bedi and many more. She has personally won many
awards from social clubs and associations like
Reliance club, wonder women connect, IAMSME
and Ek Boond Ngo.

Another feather added to her brand recently by
getting awarded internationaly at Dubai Khatoon
international show as best Pr n branding firm .

Today her brand is well acknowledged across the
globe.An actor, model

and entrepreneur

Life of



KG Lifestyle recently got an exciting
chance to get an intriguing talk with

popularly known PiyushYaminiOfficial.
Yamini Jain is a well-known influencer
and content creator whose YouTube,
Facebook, and Instagram videos are
watched by millions of people. Yamini is
a successful entrepreneur who runs a PR
and Marketing company and is a mother
of a sweet little baby girl

So here is our talk and

gossip with Yamini Jain:

How was your journey as a social media
Influencer? Did you find any hardships or
struggles carrying out with it?

Our  journey had both ups and downs but to
achieve something big we would have to face all the
troubles and we did face them. Yes, we found many
hardships but as I said without hardships there is no
success so hardships never bother our success.

What are a few tips you want to give to the newbies
Influencer?
4First of all, Post regularly and keep doing it till you
get the result.

4Second, content creation is an art and not just a
hobby.

4Third, once you're on a public platform, You need
to learn how to avoid negativity and how to handle
fame.

How do you manage to strike a good work-life
balance?

Yamini told, "It's very difficult, to be honest. But
we schedule our days in a way that we give time to our
work as well as friends, family, and self."

Are Trolls a problem? How do you deal with them?
The way we assure ourselves is that our most

trolled videos have the maximum views. So, trollers
have helped us grow in the most literal sense.

What’s your most satisfying Influencer moment
so far?

"We were recently invited by Philips as Guest of
Honour and Speaker at their event. It was a surreal
experience. Being recognised by the public is always
great but being acknowledged by influencers was a
high point." 

Who is your inspiration?
"honestly, I get inspired by everyone who’s
doing well in their lives. But I absolutely love
Kusha Kapila. She has been constantly doing
so well and kudos to her for that."

What is one message you would give to our
readers?

Life is not always easy, nor always tough. So, find
that one thing in life that keeps you going and keep
hustling.

P

Awards and Recognitions

8 Awarded Most Inspiring
influencer, 2021 by India
Achievers Club

8 Awarded BOI Reels Award by
Instagram

8 Invited by Facebook to their
office as one of their top creators

8 Invited by Philips as Guest of
Honour

8 Featured by Humans of Bombay,
She The People TV on their
Instagram page

8 Featured by Hindustan Times,
NDTV, Bharat Times and many
more

8 Recognised as one of Top 10
Mom Influencers in India by
Scoopwhoop
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Artist

za Setia, a 28-year-old makeup artist residing in Delhi, is the
epitome of excellence, endurance, and perseverance.

Beginning her career in a modest place but with an incredible
childhood, this talented stunner rose in Delhi to become what
she is now, a brand in herself. It was fate and a passion for beauty
and cosmetics that transformed this 'would-be interior designer'
into the makeup artist she is today. This young star student was
all prepared to show the world her charisma after graduating from
London College of Makeup in Dubai. She returned to India with
big hopes of launching her own business, which culminated in
the establishment of a premium unisex salon, cosmetics studio,
and academy in South Delhi. Individuals eventually learned
about her moniker, and she was overcome by the affection of the
people she used her magic on.

Iza has received numerous awards and recognitions across
India from prestigious names in the industry such as Sushmita
Sen, Esha Gupta, Raveena Tandon, Malaika Arora, and Bipasha
Basu, which led to the start of her Bollywood journey by striking
her makeup magic with renowned names such as Tejasswi
Prakash, Gauahar Khan, Kainaat Arora, Himanshi Khurana,
Ihana Dhillon, and many more. She has been suggested to
individuals all over the world after gaining a large fan following
on social media and having a steadfast clientele who still
believe in her exceptional work, which has led to another
milestone in her journey's accomplishment. Beginning her
career as a makeup artist in 2017, she has advanced her
passion in ways that no one else has, from garnering a lot
of recognition and popularity among the nation's young
to the fan moments she currently experiences. Iza has
always admired her parents for the perspective they had
on their life. She feels that following in her parents'
footsteps has brought her to such incredible heights in
such a short period of time. In her own words, "I feel
privileged to be where I am now." It's like a dream come
true for me. To be able to make a woman's most
important day unforgettable for the rest of her life, to
see the admirable grin on their face when they look in
the mirror, brings me delight like nothing else. I would
never swap my life for anything else in the world because
I think I was born to make every woman feel genuinely
lovely by bringing out the best in them now and in the
future."

Iza Setia
Selfmade Talented

Hardworking

I
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Actress

halini Bhatia is an Indian actress and
a businesswoman. She created huge
contributions in acting and is currently a
social activist. As an attractive and
impartial woman, she is taken into
thought as a pinnacle version of and brave
entrepreneur. Her expertise in favour
contains a fully distinctive appeal,
creating her a widely known modus
vivendi influencer. Shalini Bhatia is the
Director of fashion Beats which organizes
several high-profile and exciting style
shoots across the city. Style Beats events
offers an unprecedented platform for
variant good younger aspiring fashions
and actors.

A number of their events embrace

“Shining Star 2021”,  Mr, Miss and Mr
India Regalia Auditions, Mother's Day
Pageant, Mother's Day internment
Pageant and more. Over the years they
need organised various fashion shoots,
jewellery shoots and model photography.
Shalini believes in creating a social
impact, not simply professional goals and
is a President of the Women's Association,
an anti-corruption cell that investigates
these matters and advocates for women's
entrepreneurship. She married Rajiv
Bhatia at the young age of twenty-one and
settled in Delhi. when she married, she
received support from her husband and
family to pursue a career in modelling and
acting. Shalini achieved her 1st success

once she has topped Mrs India
(Grahsaheli) in 2019. She went on to
attain various modelling achievements,
together with the face of many huge
wholes and campaigns. She additionally
appeared in shows and graced the covers
of assorted fashion magazines. She has
also been forged because the main heroine
in various music videos by well-known
music labels. As a brand ambassador for
several big brands, she may be a well-
liked and recognized face on billboards
and out of doors advertising, particularly
in Delhi. Shalini has many prestigious
comes in its sights, together with those of
Redwings Productions within the terribly
close to future. 

S

A woman
who breaks the

belief that
“SHE” can’t do

anything 
without men.
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woman who has devoted herself to her
profession and has been kind to it since

the beginning is none other than SAPNA
CHAUHAN. She is both a model and an
entrepreneur who has worked in the aviation
industry past 12 years. Model Sapna is a
woman with a courageous heart and a beautiful
mindset. Additionally, in the upcoming 5  years,
she wants herself to be a good human being on
an extravagant note. Sapna’s thinking says that
the more you hard work the more you progress,
without hard work nothing can become easy to
catch. For her, Money plays a significant role in
the journey of life as according to her love
vanished away when most needed and it can
never give you surety of how long it stays.

Sapna is quite different when it comes to
dating and love but if asked about a perfect date

to her, she has disclosed that three things should
be perfect on the top; person, place and the
shared activity. If talking about her favourites;
DDLJ is her most chosen movie, Maldives is
her dream destination and homemade cook
food is all she needs. Yes, she does talk about
love as to her love means the world and she
always wants to revolve around the love of her
life. Her ideal couple is none other than her
parents who always give her surety that pure
love still exists. Beauty is her thing and
knowledge is what everyone needs but extra of
everything is dangerous hence she wants her
partner to be kind, wise and a good human
being. Family is her first choice no matter what!
She wants them to be there around her as she
has accepted that the universe has chosen them
and she respects destiny and fate.

A

Divya
Kalra

ivya Kalra, a DIVA who believes in both hard work and
smart work. Divya has always been very passionate about

makeup and beauty which led her to pursue a professional
makeup course from  Meenakshi Dutt Academy, New Delhi and
a semi-permanent makeup course from BSI LLC school. 

She believes that there is no end to knowledge and wants to
keep practising, learning and ultimately thriving in this field with
full devotion and zeal. 

She has a few years of experience in the makeup and beauty
world. Divya is a passionate artist and is very thorough in making
every client feel fabulous in their skin. Apart from her true
fondness which is makeup, she has added numerous beauty
treatments to her skill set which she feels further enhances her
offering to all her clients. 

Very proudly, She is fully qualified as a SEMI PERMANENT
MAKEUP ARTIST from BSI (beauty secret international, UAE)
and is working as an SPMU technician. 

Divya also does hair styling for special occasions and honestly

loves what she does and that's what makes her better every day.
She enjoys glamming up her brides in a way that accentuates
their true beauty and makes them look even more mesmerising. 

Divya has got a magnetic personality. She would have been
a fashion influencer or a model if not a makeup artist. Aesthetic
is what she has in herself and she loves enhancing and

magnifying the eternal woman's beauty. For her, above all else,
is love. She believes there is more power in love than money and
only true lovers know it. She is a true follower of the famous
proverb “carpe diem” and enjoys every moment and loves to live
in the present. She does her best every day and is very assertive
about her bright and vivid future. Divya always bends towards
affection as love means strength to her which you need in life to
be passionate and alive. According to her, love gives us a reason
to live

A destination which she admires the most and wants to live in
at the moment is one and only Paris. She wants to explore all the
RISTORANTE in Venice for Risotto. 

When talking about Bollywood Jodi, Ranveer and Deepika
are the perfect examples for her. Brain trumps beauty for her as
she says what's hotter than a sharp and witty man. 

When given the choice between love and family, she would
choose family, because, for her, family comes first and everything
else takes a back seat. She is wholesome and great artist and is
definitely gonna achieve all the wonders of the world.

A Woman
With High
Standards

D
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Businesswoman

hreya strives to unfold opportunities for
students in her educational company

"Sadhna Edusphere" every day, pushing the
perceived horizon of possibilities with an
optimistic approach and a strong passion to make
a difference in the lives of those around her. She
carved her own path from educator to fashion
icon and has received numerous awards.
Tanshiq's mood of earth diamond jewellery
campaign featured her. As an educator, she has
received numerous awards, including "Best
Teacher" from Abhinav Global School in
Dwarka and others. She teaches students from
all walks of life at her institute and ensures that
her institute plays a role in helping them achieve
their goals and live the life they deserve. 

A millennial who isn't afraid to call work ethic
one of her "principal claims to distinctiveness." 

"Two roads diverged in a forest, and I
experienced both, which made all the difference"
- Shreya Singh

A Genuine personality with huge heart

Shreya Singh

S

Two roads

diverged in a

forest, and I

experienced

both, which

made all the 

difference

haron Winslet is a popular name
in the fashion industry. She has

walked the ramp as a showstopper and
show her opener for shows such as
Lakme fashion week, Tanishka fashion
show etc. she walks as a model as well
as an actress. She produced her two
successful southern Film. Sharon, is
someone who inspired woman to act
with passion and compassion. from the
outset, what attracted Sharon most was
stepping into the entertainment industry
and carving out her unique niche as both
a model and an actress. Her strong
determination and commitment to
make it big in the industry. She began
to prepare and work on her own house.
People must always work with a
determined spirit and soul to face the
challenge and motivate them to excel in
their chosen industry, Said Sharon.
people are going insane given her stellar
personality and the outspoken
performances. She gives both on the
lamp and on the screen. This young
Indian talent was born and raised in
Delhi. She graduated from BCom with
an interest in accounting. however, her
key interest in modelling at the age of
16 led her to become "Miss Teen
Delhi". Shortly thereafter, Sharon
received a call from "Miss Maxim"
bestowing her the title "brain crusher".
Since then she has never looked back.
Sharon Winslet was also named for
super model and she was named "Miss
personality". She has worked as a show
opener at India's runway fashion week,
and as a showstopper at the FDCI as
an actress, Sharon has made to films
in Tamil and Telugu staring actor Jaya
Akash. She has also released two
Punjabi music Albums as a lead. She
is unstoppable and would be doctor
if not the model. According to her,
love is important but the money is
necessary to survive. In future she is
looking forward working in
hollywood. Her dream destination
is Maldives.  She appreciates her
family a lot without any second
thought.

Perfect Example of

Beauty With Brain

S



Delhi Actress Who Has Won Many Extravagant
Titles is Glowing All Way Long

s Preeti Vohra, a model and actress
from Delhi, has been named Ms

India Exquisite 2017 and Ms Royal
Princess India 2018. For the past 9 years,
she has been performing print shoots,
catalogue shoots, and campaign shoots.
She has shot for brands such as Honda,
Voltas, Surya Sarees, Fab India, Women
Plus India, and Gandaram Jewellers.
Apart from that,  she has walked as the
showstopper in a number of fashion
shows with prominent fashion designers.
Aside from that, the actress has been in a
number of digital advertisements and
television commercials, as well as several
punjabi albums. Preeti has been a guest of
honour and a jury member at several royal
events and product launches.

Her specialty is serenity. She would
rather be a corporate businesswoman if
not a model. For her, love is more essential
than money since money cannot purchase
the happiness and satisfaction that love

provides. She always wanted to make her
own firm. Ultimately, she wants to take on
additional management responsibilities
and get engaged in product strategy, but
most significantly, she wants to start her
own company where she can make a
name for herself in the corporate world.
She aim to set a perfect example for
upcoming models that never settle for
less; she quoted- More you work hard,
more you win. Her ideal date will be a long
walk on the beach with a bottle of wine
and a candlelight dinner table at these side
borders flowing over her feet while
listening to wonderful music.Her
favourite locations to visit are mountains
and beaches, and she has so many
favourite movies like Titanic, Lamhe,
Chandni, and Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam
that she can't pick just one. She enjoys her
all-time favourite Indian mughlai cuisine.
According to her, love is a sentiment that
can be expressed in words, and it is the

most secure feeling in which lovers must
respect each other as best friends,
embracing one other's shortcomings.
Sunil Dutt and Nargis are her favourite
and ideal coupling.

M
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ansi Kharbanda is a makeup artist and
an influencer who believes that

makeup is an art that enhances your world.
Her work highlights this belief. 

She excel in doing make-up of variety
types for various occasions, if it's a wedding
makeup or a celebrity makeup, she can do it
all. 

Glass skin, waterproof, airbrush etc,
Mansi is a pro while se takes the make-up
brush in her hand. She says, "we don't choose
the art, the art chose us."

She works for a production company as
well as a freelancer. Her wide range of
experience is quite obvious. 

She was awarded 'Best Makeup Artist'
by celebrity Prince Narula, who won
Roadies X2, Nach Baliye Season 9,
Splitsvilla 8, and Big Boss 9. 

The Lock-Upp finalist Narula,
himself praised her and gave her an
award! She was able to transform
Bollywood actress Riva Arora into her

best self. 
Mansi began her career as a makeup

artist and an influencer in August 2020.
Despite the pandemic, she never gave up and
has worked with over 200+ happy clients till
date.

Mansi Kharbanda shared us some of her
views and her beliefs regarding her job as a
makeup artist. Let's see, what does Mansi has
in her pocket.

"As a makeup artist, you get to know about
every aspect of beauty, from the inner to the
outer. You also get to know about many
compositions and how to apply them. Each
day, you get to work with different genres of
people from different backgrounds and
different expectations," says Mansi.

She continues, "At the end of the day, the
most important thing is to make their day
special. It doesn't matter who you are, or
what your profession is. It's the little things,
like an occasional compliment, the
occasional smile, the occasional laugh. It's
these little things that reflect you. A little
kindness, a little thoughtfulness and a lot of
love go a long way."

"It's easy to get caught up in the hustle and
bustle of daily life, but it's important to look
down at your feet once in a while. It's
important to pause and appreciate life,"
added Mansi.

Mansi
Kharbanda
Mansi
Kharbanda

"It's
The Little

Things That
Reflect
You,"

Shares Her
Thoughts As A
Successful 
Make-up Artist

M

lamour and fashion goes hand in hand. People look upto
various beauty influencers and make-up artists for their

various interests linked to it. 
Netizens are very much interested who they look upto and one

of the popular celebrity make-up artist Shagun Mehndiratta ace
the beauty and glamour influencer's list. 

Shagun Mehndiratta is a Delhi based celebrity makeup artist
and educator, owner of Trendz Salon, Shalimar Bagh. 

As a reputable MUA, she has been associated with various
designer shows like Delhi Fashion Week, India Designer show
and many more. She has also invited as the guest of honor at the
Queen of The World India, beauty pageant. 

Shagun Mehndiratta, was awarded as the best makeup artist
by PKG lifestyle magazine 2021. She has also walked the ramp
for various famous jwellery and fashion designers showcasing
their beautiful collection.

The patience, determination and passion she inbuilt to meet
the desired results are way too incredible and inspirational.
Shagun has trained herself and brushen up her skills as a make-

up artist to provide the best of value for her clients.
For every occasion, be it for wedding (bridal make-up), casual

function, event or any other occasion; Shagun made sure that
each of her client look gorgeous with elegance and while also
taking note of their skin care.

While attending any client, Shagun puts all her heart and soul
while giving them the best of their look. The way she has
mastered her art is breathtaking, that's the reason she is becoming
the first choice among clients and an inspiration in the entire
glamour and fashion industry. 

Shagun has a huge fan base on social media, where she shares
effective methods, tips and trick of make-up. 

Her videos goes viral within short span of time, specially the
young girls who loves to carry natural look with efficient make-
up tips by Shagun follows her and learn a lot from her. 

Her work is highly appreciated by her massive clients. Being
the pro in her work, Shagun never stopped herself from learning
and the sheer efforts she puts for each of her client makes her
extremely unique in this huge industry.

The Most Trustworthy
Beauty & Glamour
Influencer

MUA

Mehndiratta

Shagun
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Businesswoman

appiness is not readymade, it is
something that is pursued and

achieved. This is the idea of Shivani
Gupta, who is the owner of school
'Little Einstein.'

After a successful career in
managing and building a school of her
own, Shivani had now recently opened
up another buisness which is very
creative and amusing.

Fashion is something which is
required for each and every occasion;
be it small or big. So for all the fashion
enthusiasts, Shivani has bring a quirky
fashion brand 'Gandi Billi'.

The brand came into life in
September 2020 to evolve the
contemporary fashion segment. The
idea behind the brand can be known
with it's unique and quirky name.

Gandi Billi is also all about creativity.
Their philosophy is simple: Be
unapologetically YOU. The brand
wants to create vivid and vibrant pieces
of unconventional art work for
fashionistas.

Shivani has made all the affordable
luxury products that complements
one's sense of style, that will make you
stand out of the crowd.

Shivani says " we understand every
individual is different and so are their
choices. We can help them curate their
ideas into wonderful pieces."

"The entire being of our existence is
to spread happiness. We want to make
everyone happy with their choices. Our
teams enjoy the process of creating
these outfits for you. Art brings
happiness to us and we put our heart in
the pieces we put together. We want to
spread the joy to the people who choose
us by painting their dreams to life,"
added Shivani Gupta.

Launches The Most Quirky Fashion Brand 'Gandi Billi'

H

woman who has achieved a lot is a cyber
expert who chose her passion of makeup and

modelling along with winning pageant and picked
up courage to pursue her passion simultaneously.
Not only this she has been a model of all renowned
brands and walked ramps as showstopper. Gazal has
been a very well paid anchor too. For her, the stage is
her happy place. This lady is a risk taker. When asked,
she said that she would have been a high profile cyber
expert rather than a model. We always chase love and
she has proved why love is so important by saying
that one can always feel love when the person is
internally happy and loved. One can achieve
anything in life. According to her, no amount of
money can buy happiness and love even when
happiness and love are there no money matters. In
the upcoming 5 years she sees herself becoming a
well known entrepreneur and her event company
SAGA achieving all heights. Her dream date be like;
beachside with candle light and of course a few
cuddles. Destination which she chose to go with her
partner is Maldives. Gazal is not fond of rom coms
but as per her view no one can cross the hit of DDLJ.
No doubt, she is a foodie person and wants to taste
Lebanese food. Love is a feeling which no one can
express but still Gazal manages to put it into her
words. She said that Love is Peace, Your only one
way to feel content. According to her If you are
rightly loved and you have love in your heart it is the
actual way to heaven. Actress said that Love should
not just be for your partner, it's for your family, your
parents and most importantly love for self. Her ideal
couple is Shahrukh khan and Gauri Khan. She
chooses beauty with brains as she says why settle for
less. She chooses loving family over anything

A Passionate
Woman With
High Dreams

Gazal
Arora

A



anika Sharma who is a new but already popular face in the modelling
industry today started her career as an ad intern at the local radio station.

Kanika used to design event posters for local concerts and music festivals
there. Later she worked as a market research assistant, analyzing consumer
data and drafting reports for the marketing director. Kanika has a good
experience including a variety of marketing and advertising opportunities. 

Her experience in advertising industry allows her to practice applying
research to writing ad copy, social media posts and a few radio commercial
scripts. 

Even though Kanika has started making her name in modelling industry
but she still has a part-time job in field of marketing. Her love for both the
fields helps her to juggle between both her jobs as she keeps on working
hard towards achieving her goals.

Artist
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ashion is part of everyday life and evolves with
seasons and events. You can even see the origins

of a fashion revolution. Clothing lets you see and feel
it all and that's what Ekta and Arjun's Fashion Studio
has been doing since 2012, "creating memories you
can cherish forever". Ekta and Arjun bring you the
refined quality of men's and women's clothing. As a
couple, they work together and grow together every
day by blending the best of their love into each outfit
they design. Ekta and Arjun both work as famous
designers to give you the ultimate look that everyone

craves. They design western and Indian ethnic wear
according to the latest trends and comfort that best
suits you. You can reach and get trendy fashion
outfits at very competitive prices without sacrificing
comfort and with pure and attractive clothing
materials. The power of a great outfit cannot be
overestimated. Fashion, at its best, has the power to
change your mood, your identity and of course your
appearance. It can be pleasant, refreshing and
beneficial; and this is provided by Ekta and Arjun's
Fashion Studio.

F
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Fashionista and the
Best Outfits Maker

Kanika Sharma's
journey from Marketing industry to world of Glamour



ecoming what you want and
following what you dream of is

one of the best feelings in this
universe. We never know what is
waiting for us. We envisage
thinking out of the box but fizzle
many times just because we never
go beyond our imagination.
“YOU BECOME WHAT YOU

THINK OF” Our most famous artist,
AASTHA SHARMA did the same.

Her life was as simple as that of others,
she too was a girl with big ambitions and
goals. But Aastha was quite different
from others, instead of dreaming about
her goals she did manifest them.

Aastha did love fashion, makeup, a
good lifestyle, and everything an artist
loves. Hence, she took a step ahead
toward her dreams.

Aastha’s journey took place in June
2020. She started making videos of

makeup hacks, aesthetic lifestyles,
eye-catching fashion shots, etc. As
we all know the power of social
media, Aastha too got the boon
from it. It was barely a few days or
weeks before Aastha started
getting enormous responses.

Not only this, Aastha didn't
stop herself after becoming the

talk of the town. She collaborated

with many popular brands and raised her
own worth. Aastha’s dreams were
coming true as she was getting back-to-
back major opportunities.

After the collaboration, she went into
modelling fashion with well-known
makeup artists and fashion designers.
The graph of her achievements kept on
rising towards the positive shift. She
never knew that she will turn all these
achievements into her full-time
profession. After all these grand
successes she decided not to switch her
work and continue the present
occupation as her final profession for her
entire life.

B

Fashionista

A Lead
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urleen kaur is one of the best makeup
artists in India. She has been providing

makeup services for many years and she has
become very popular because of her amazing
work and positive word of mouth.

Gurleen Kaur is a professional makeup artist
and has been in the industry for over 5 years.
She completed the advance professional
makeup course from New Delhi when she was
just a teen ager, after which she began her career
as a freelance makeup artist. From doing
conception shoots, hearding shoots to acing
bridal makeover, Gurleen have gained wide
exposure over the years. 

She had also done her professional Bridal
makeup course from the Delhi. She talked
about her beginning career days. Gurleen states,
"In the beginning of my career I introduced
deep contouring, smokey bold eyes, arabica
makeup etc."

She also talked about her career and her life
in brief. 

She speaks, "I was fascinated by the art of
makeup since my early years. Form my very
childhood, I used to do makeup for my friends
and relatives, and I used to try  different makeup
looks on myself. During my school journey, I
used to try different hairstyles on my classmates
such as french braid , hairduo and so on." 

In addition, Gurleen has an extensive list of
celebrity clients, top Indian influencers and
models who are not only loyal but also very
happy with every single appointment they have
had done by her; it is clear that she loves what
she does as evidenced by all the positive
feedback received.

When talked about her something she want
to share to other as her secret mantra, Gurleen
said, "My passion as well as my career has
helped me to achieve the top ten most
promising makeup artist award in North Delhi!
If I can do it, then you too can achieve anything
and everything you want because 'I LOVE
WHAT I DO!' and think that's the only think that
will keep you going above and beyond."

A Diva
Creating 
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I was fascinated
by the art of
makeup since my
early years. Form
my very childhood,
I used to do
makeup for my
friends and
relatives, and I
used to try
different makeup
looks on myself.



enu Rathore is an ace make-up artist who has been
in the industry for over 7 years now. She is known

for her creative and innovative approach to make-up
artistry. Rathore is also an inspiration to many young
women who aspire to be in the make-up industry.

Renu has always been passionate about make-up
and it was this passion that led her to pursue a career in
make-up artistry. She started her career as a freelance
make-up artist and soon established herself as one of
the leading make-up artists in the country.

Renu's work is not only creative but also
empowering to women. She believes that make-up is a
way to express oneself and should be used to enhance
one's natural beauty. Rathore's work is an inspiration to
many young women who aspire to be in the make-up
industry.

Renu is known for her creative and innovative make-
up looks. Her work has been featured in many
magazines and she has also been a part of many fashion
shows. 

Renu believes that every woman has the right to be
beautiful and confident. She says, "Make-up is a way to
express oneself and it should be used to enhance one's
features, not to cover them up."

She is a firm believer in the saying, 'beauty is skin
deep'.

Ace Makeup Artist

Renu
Rathore

R

Look
good, feel

better!
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uman Bakaya is a homemaker and also runs a salon in Tagore
Garden, West Delhi. She took a cosmetology course when she

was 18 and now she has been in this profession for 10-12 years.
Also, she is a certified professional makeup artist and she loves

what she does. Her daughter encouraged her to run this business
and she helped open her salon/studio. She is a makeup artist, hair
stylist, manicurist, chemical and beauty expert. With the grace of

God and the support of her family, her life is so much better and she
is finding new ways to take her to the next level. She knows that

great things take time and that's why she takes her time. With God's
blessing, she plans to open her new branch and is awaiting future
results. She has also styled the hair of the famous ‘FUGLI ’ film

actress 'mansha bahl'. & plans to collaborate with more celebrities
when the opportunity arises. In addition, she has worked with and
been certified by renowned brands such as her streax professional

and loreal Expert. Recently, Suman partnered with her pkg
Lifestyle Magazine & News and is very proud to work with her

brand in this medium. she's looking forward to more

Talented & Extraordinary personality

Couture 
enjoying the
fruit of her
success

S

eetu Grover, who has worn the
crown of “Mrs India Style Icon” in

2021 shared her another success . 
It has truly been said that when you

have your vision clear about what you
have to do in your life, nobody can stop
you.

A little spark in you can take you to a
higher level and bring out the best in you.
When you chase your dreams and goals
by heart, every existing power will try to
make it possible. 

Neetu Grover, who was extraordinarily
indulged in her thoughts of how to make
her dreams come true, is now being chased
by all the flashlights. Being a housewife,
she managed to work on her thoughts and
gradually progressed. She had some spark
in her since day 1, which had been pushing
her to make another move every time. 

With diligence and challenges, she
finally made it to win “Mrs India Style
Icon” in 2021. It was such a proud moment
for her and the family that the lady who
was doing the role of a housewife now
finally outshone herself. 

After her first undefeated move, she
didn't hold herself back and made a high
jump. She started her new journey as a
designer in the current year 2022. Her new
journey is described as “Frills and
Hangers”. It is a luxurious clothing store
and a great platform for those who wish to
wear their customised clothes, but for
some reason, they can't make it.

Creates Another Milestone

N

A little spark in
you can take you

to a higher level
and bring out the

best in you.

elebrity designer Bhavika Couture
is on cloud nine as she is getting one

after other big projects recently. The
designer who is known for her creative
and comfortable designs is a celebrity
favorite and has been designing clothes
for many page 3 celebrities for years.

Bhavika's work is gaining a lot of
appreciation recently as the designer is
being called as a celebrity guest to many
shows as well as winning various awards.
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odel and Actor, Sunita Trakroo has
become a very popular face in

glamour industry. Not only has she
worked with various Indian brands but
Trakroo has even collaborated with
many international labels.

Some of her campaigns include
VLCC, Lakme, Loreal, Femina, Giva.co,
Wedding Asia, Glamstudios, Pears,
Beloraparis, Kailon and
Powergummies. Along with these brands
she has also modelled for various
jewellery and clothing brands. Sunita
was also a part of Save soil campaign by
Sadh Guru. Her next goal is to be a part of
Priyanka Chopra's hair products brand,
Anomaly's campaign.

Sunita Trakroo is an ambitious
woman who strives to grow everyday
and therefore keeps on expanding her
horizons by upgrading her skills. Her
talent and hardwork has won her feature
in various national and international

magazines.

Sunita Trakroo's
world of glitz and glamour
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